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Electronic invoicing that does everything right
Invoicing requires your company to check a lot of boxes. Internal and external consistency require just
as much attention for providers to stay compliant, and unless these checks are easy to manage, the
entire process could take too much time. Symtrax has combined automation and a thorough software
solution so you can easily mitigate all concerns. Ensure a fast, secure, applicable data journey, from
certified XML to an attractive PDF to a URL link you can access and send with ease.

Challenges
Accountability: Can you confirm who has your billing and payment data?
Compliance: Meeting the latest regulations requires a responsive invoicing system.
Modernization concerns: Without a plan for the future, your ERP could lag behind.
Printing costs/redundancies: Relying on paper brings unnecessary copies and costs.
Security: Whatever solution you choose needs to protect sensitive information.
Storage: Invoice document files take up lots of space, and need to be accessible.
Third party issues: If you depend on outside providers, you could limit your own capability.

Andrew Hughes, IT Manager, Stop-Choc Ltd
“Compleo Suite has given me the ability to easily edit and reformat the look
of my documents...Compleo came at the right time, with the right solutions
for our company changes.”
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Use your existing apps to produce readable documents
Streamline the invoicing process through a reactive lifecycle
Create a unique link for easy distribution
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Follow invoices automatically in real time using your ERP
Maintain files independently without third-party reliance
Interact with advanced technology systems

About Symtrax
With over 25 years in the software market, Symtrax has vast experience establishing E-invoicing systems. We
implement our solutions at the reporting level in the client’s ERP or CRM, improving reports while updating distribution methods. Our inter-system communication options are designed to integrate with advanced technology,
including FTP, WebService, API, and other protocols.
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